We invite you to join our:

Industry Affiliates Program

As a member of our Industry Affiliates Program, you will have the opportunity to collaborate with the University of Washington data science community while supporting research innovation. Invitations to our events, access to cutting-edge methodology, recruitment opportunities, and sponsorship acknowledgment are just a few benefits that are included in the program. Your contribution supports the eScience Institute’s mission to empower researchers and students in all fields to answer fundamental questions through the use of large, complex, and noisy data.

Network with a community of data scientists and researchers to expand your company’s reach by forming connections across campus and beyond.

Discover a breadth of new technologies and get access to groundbreaking research across a broad range of specialized disciplines.

Collaborate on projects and programs with students, faculty, and data scientists at the UW. Be a part of state-of-the-art data science advancements and methods.
## PROGRAM BENEFITS

*Each level includes the preceding tiers of benefits*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| FREE | • Receive our weekly **e-bulletin**, including a special edition sent quarterly for affiliates  
• Invitation to our annual **Data Science Career Fair** - network with students looking for jobs and internships (separate registration fees apply) |
| $2,500 | • **Company logo** on our Industry Affiliates page of the eScience website (subject to approval)  
• Invitation to our annual **Affiliates Reception** - network with eScience data scientists, research scientists, faculty, and other industry affiliates  
• **Advertisement** of your company’s employment and product-based opportunities with our community |
| $5,000 | • Two complimentary tickets to the annual **Northwest Data Science Summit** - hear from experts in the data science community and participate in tutorials, discussions and networking  
• Recognition for **sponsoring** one of our signature events, which include Hack Weeks, The Data Science for Social Good Program, or The Winter Incubator Program  
  o Includes logo on event website |
| $10,000 | • Recognition for **sponsoring** our yearlong, weekly **postdoctoral fellows and PhD candidates’ luncheons**  
  o Logo associated with luncheons  
  o Opportunity to attend a luncheon and network with attendees |
| $20,000 | • Invitation to our **Affiliates Innovation Showcase** - present your organization’s applied research and innovative data science projects to the UW data science community |
| $40,000 | • Recognition for **sponsoring** one of our **Data Science Seminars**  
  o Logo advertised and social media shout-outs  
  o Invitation to a one-on-one daytime meeting with the seminar speaker  
• Membership to **one** of our **Special Interest Groups** - collaborate with experts who have shared research and strategic interests (includes an annual one-day technical workshop)  
  o A variety of groups are available to join, such as Data Science Education and Career Paths, Reproducible Science and Open Source Software, Data Science Studies, Neuroinformatics, and Satellite Image Analysis (see website for full list) |
| $50,000 | • Access to a **half-day consultation/discussion** with data scientists and researchers at the eScience Institute  
• Membership to **all** our **Special Interest Groups** |
| $50,000+ | • If you are interested in sponsoring at a higher level, let us know and we are happy to collaborate with you on opportunities |

*This program is subject to annual revisions*